INSTINCT, INTELLIGENCE AND CHARACTER
symbols.   The alternatives which are presented for selection
become increasingly more abstract, increasingly more plastic
and indefinite    It seems possible that the only physiological
concomitant is increasing complexity in the neurone patterns
which accompany the reasoning.    The educational implica-
tions of this way of looking at intelligence are first, that we
should in our teaching recognize the trial and error aspect of
creative thought, and secondly, that we should provide
for increasing abstraction in the materials.     We should
provide opportunities tor problems to arise, and treat them
as the children of our pupils' brains, not as inflictions or set
tasks.    We should encourage the widest variation in the
solutions offered, the hypotheses formed, but should insist
on ruthless rejection after trial      We should have our
pupils push their theories to the limit, to discover their
breaking points      We should praise intellectual honesty
which tries and finds out, and we should condemn intellec-
tual laziness which theorizes and does not verify.   We should
see that the apparatus of abstraction is supplied to the pupil
as fast as he feels the need for it—vocabulary, mathematical
symbols,  moral fables,  parables  and  instances—and  no
faster     Throughout, we should ask whether our thinking
hangs together, is consistent3 and whether its predictions
are verifiable.   We should avoid formulae and cut and-dned
methods and go back to first principles     Above all, we
should encourage  thinking, theory-making, and have the
selection made by trial, not by authoritative repression.
The same plasticity of response which, in the task of finding
means, leads to intelligence, leads in the choosing of ends,
to character. Between muscular responses to a situation,
and intellectual responses to a situation, the difference is one
of abstraction, and the latter is made possible by the possi-
bility of the former. In not dissimilar fashion, the fact that
ia man emotional drives and sources of energy can readily
be tapped by numbers of diverse situations, and not merely
by certain narrow stimuli, gives nse to the possibility erf
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